
Closed Accounts 

 
Sean has been working closely with a handful of associates at SAI to resolve issues with paperwork that 
has been received but doesn’t appear to have been processed.  There are a variety of scenarios causing 
the issue.   SAI is aware of the issues and is making changes but they anticipate it will take some time to 
complete all of those changes.  We have the ability to change the way we do things today to try to 
minimize some of these issues. 
It is recommended that you use the Add Account feature to create paperwork.  This will pre-populate a 
bundle ID and BOID so that when the physical form is uploaded into the system it gets matched up to 
the data.  If you use a form from the forms library to meet with the client because you want that 
physical document to capture their information first, then use the Add Account feature, please take a 
minute to write the Bundle ID and BOID generated when you receive confirmation that the information 
has been submitted on the top of the paperwork before you scan and transmit to the vault. 
If you have a Sponsor Mismatch that you are not able to hook to an existing registration you have the 
ability to create the paperwork by selecting the fourth option below. 

 
Please note that any Sponsor Mismatch not resolved within 60 days will go to a not approved status.  If 
you receive and upload paperwork after this status change it creates an issue.  We have also seen 
scenarios where bundles are no longer viewable in status when paperwork has come back from the 
client.  If there was a delay in receiving paperwork back and you don’t see the bundle as pending 
paperwork, send the client paperwork directly to Sean.  He knows the work around so that you don’t 
have to start the process all over again or have your paperwork submitted but unprocessed. 
Additionally, we would like you to check your CRM and search by Closed Accounts. 

 
 
If you have any accounts with value on this closed report that you consider open because you submitted 
paperwork previously, please send copies to Sean so he can resolve this set of glitches as well. 
 
Please note, we anticipate Sean receiving a large number of cases to resolve through this project so 
please be patient.  However, it is our goal to fix any of the residual transition paperwork issues and 
provide guidance on how to keep from replicating the problem while SAI works on a system update. 
 


